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ABSTRACT 

Signal average is a general and effective method to reduce 
noise in ECG late potentials detecting, but it may also 
extinguish the beat to betit variance. Other j l ters applied to 
time sequence may destroy the late potentials when trying to 
Jilter out the noise. Filters, which are beat sequence 
originated, are proposed here to reserve beat to beat variance 
as well as late potentia1,r itself as much as possible. A fav 
different methods, including low pass and Wiener adaptive 
beat sequencedfilters are applied and discussed in this paper: 

BACKGROUND 1NTR.ODUCTION 

Late potentials are very weak signals (a few pV to tens pV) 
with relative high fi-equency (up to hundreds Hz) components 
found in the early ST segment. They are considered to be a 
marker for ventricular tachycardia[']. Because of the very 
low amplitude of these signals, it is necessary to improve the 
signal to noise ratio of the original high resolution ECG. 
The signal average for around 200 beats is widely used for 
this purpose. Anyway, besides the improvement of the SNR, 
the beat to beat variance is also extinguished. 

Comparing with other methods using different filters, for 
example, adaptive filteIt2,'], wavelet transform[41, etc. which 
are doing filtering on tiime sequence, signal average is doing 
filtering according to beat sequence. This means it 
processes the signal not sample by sample but beat by beat. 
At the other hand, signal average is corresponding to a low 
pass FIR filter. The purpose of this paper is to investigate 
the possibility in reservation of beat to beat variance as much 
as possible by applying different filter for beat sequence 
filtering. 

BEAT SEQUENCE FILTER 

ARer sampling, ECG signal can be divided into beats. Let 
us cut the n samples of most interested part (PQRST) out 
from each beat and place them into a vector 

to represent the ith beat. The beats should be cut according 
to the alignment. Combine the k beats from the ECG signal 
into a matrix 

Bz = [b, b, ... b,] 

x lo'a 

' 57 

600 

0 0  

Most of the filter will process the signal on time sequence (x 
direction, rows of the matrix) to remove noise. Low pass 
filters are general used for this propose. This works quite 
good for normal ECG, but not for late potentials detecting, 
due to its high fi-equency components. Some try to use other 
filters but it is still a trade off between SNR and late 
potentials reservation. 

The most effective and common method to fulfill this propose 
is signal average. Signal average processes the signal not on 
time sequence but on beat sequence (y direction, column of 
the matrix). Actually, the signal average for N beats can be 
treated as a low pass FIR filter with the impulse response 
i= [hl h, ... h ]= [ '  - - ... "1 

N N  N 
Apply this filter on every column of the matrix will get the 
same effect of N beats signal average. 

The noise will be reduced when the signal remains no change 
(if the signal is constant in all the beats). From this case, it 
was shown that applying filter on beat sequence might reduce 
noise when reserve the late potentials. 

LP BEAT SEQUENCE FILTER 

B,,,ge = i; x B 
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Since signal average is nothing more than a low pass filter, 
other low pass filter may also be used in beat sequence 
filtering. A Butterworth IIR filter and a Hamming window 
FIR filter are applied for comparison here. 

A 1" order Butterworth IIR filter and a 99'h order hamming 
window FIR filter (filter length is 100) were chosen, both 
with cutoff ftequency on 0.00 I (normalized ftequency). 
The testing signal is DC + Gaussian white noise. For 
comparison, all the noise levels were calculated on the B,,, . 
The results are shown on the following table. The noise 
level before filtering is Odb. It is found that these 3 methods 
have very similar result as expected (Table 1). 

M t e r  length] 

I fi l terme I Averane I Butterworth I FIR I 

1 

-12db 
0.05 -8db -1ldb -13db -14db 
0.01 -8db -1ldb -14db -17db 

-1ldb 
-14db 
-19db 

cut off fr- 8 1  16 I 32 I 64 I 128 
0.1 I -8db I -1Odb I -1ldb I -1ldb I -lOdb 

0.001 
0.0001 
0.00001 

I 0.08 I -8db I -10db I -12db I 

-8db -1ldb -14db -17db -2Odb 
-8db -1ldb -14db -17db -2Odb 
-8db -1ldb -14db -17db -2Odb 

Table 2 

IN 

b OUT 

Adaptive Filter 
signal to be processed by an adaptive filter. 

EXPERIMENT AND RESULT 

The experiment signal comes from an one-leaded ECG signal 
with a 450Hz low pass filter, sampling with 16 bit A D  at 
lOOOHz sample rate. Artificial late potentials, which are 
40Hz to 400Hz random signals, are added at the end of QRS 
complex for every beat. The length of the adaptive filter is 
10. One beat from the filter output is shown in Figure 1. 
For comparison, the original noisy ECG signal, an average of 
10 beats and an average of 200 beats is also included as well 
as the zoom up of the end of QRS complex for each signal. 

DISCUSSION AND CONUSION 

We can find the original ECG signal is quite noisy and no 
obvious late potentials can be found at the end of QRS 
complex. Comparing it with which of 200 beat average, 
near no late potentials information can be retrieve from it. 

The ten beats average does display some information about 
late potentials. From the zoom out figure, we can find the 
segment after the late potentials (after the 180th sample) is 

From this table, it was found that there will be no benefit 
achieved for reducing the cut off frequency to less than 0.01 
unless the filter length is very long (>loo) and a long filter is 
trend to extinguish the beat to beat variance. 

Actually, unless the ECG signal is changing form beat to beat 
in a very slow manner, a general low pass filter, including 
signal average, even through can reduce much noise, cannot 
reserve the beat to beat variance. 

still quite noisy. Comparing it with the same segment from 
Wiener filter output, it can be found that the SNR of the 
segment after late potentials is obviously better on the Wiener 
filter output. 

This experiment demonstrates the possibility for using an 
optimized beat sequenced filter to denoise for late potentials 
detecting. Better result may be achieved by applying 
advanced algorithm in the adaptive filter. 

OPTIMIZED BEAT SEQUENCE FILTER REFERENCE 

An optimized filter such as Wiener filter may be used for beat 
sequence filtering. An adaptive filter, which may adjust 
itself to best adapt the signal variance when filtering out the 
uncorelated (W* = R-'P), is hopefully be helpful in 
this application. The filter length is not necessary to be very 
long. This makes it possible to use a short filter to do beat 
sequence filtering. Each column will be treated as a single 
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Figure 1 Experiment result 
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